“Zuckerbucks” Infiltrated the Missouri
Election Process
1. Mark Zuckerberg Funneled $400 Million to Election Efforts in the 2020 Cycle
During the 2020 election cycle, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative siphoned $400 million to
election jurisdictions for election activities. Most of the money funneled into local jurisdictions
went through the Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL), a non-profit run by a former Obama
Foundation fellow.1-2-3 About $50 million went to the Center for Election Innovation and
Research.4

2. In Missouri, More Than $7 million in Zuckerbucks Were Distributed to Local Election
Jurisdictions
CTCL reports that it awarded grants to 42 Missouri election jurisdictions for the 2020 general
election.5-6-7 Preliminary analysis indicates that more than $7 million was awarded across the
state.8 Some of the most generous grants were made to St. Louis County and St. Charles
County, which help make up the 2nd Congressional District, a top target for the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee.9 Additionally, the Missouri Secretary of State’s Office
received a separate grant of more than $1.1 million from the Center for Election Innovation
and Research.10-11

3. Zuckerbucks Influenced Missouri’s Elections
On average, Missouri counties that received Zuckerbucks saw an increase in the Democrat
presidential candidate’s share of the two-party vote between 2016 and 2020, while counties
that didn’t receive Zuckerbucks saw the opposite.12
Analyzing the 2020 election results compared to 2016 shows a statistically significant
correlation between a county receiving Zuckerbucks and a county’s vote share moving
toward the Democrat ticket.13
Of counties that broke for Trump in 2020, less than half of them received Zuckerbucks. By
comparison, 100 percent of counties that voted for Clinton in 2016 and Biden in 2020 received
Zuckerbucks.14
Missouri’s 2nd Congressional District
Of the three counties that comprise the 2nd Congressional District, St. Louis County and St.
Charles County received Zuckerbucks. The Republican incumbent, Rep. Ann Wagner, earned
fewer votes in both of these counties than she did in 2016.15 By contrast, Wagner’s opponent
saw a 32 percent boost in support for the Democrat ticket.16 This combination of fewer votes
for Wagner and the surge in opponent votes led to narrower victories in the two Zuckerbucks
counties.
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In Jefferson County, which did not receive Zuckerbucks, the share of increased turnout voting
in the 2nd Congressional District race was more evenly distributed among the two major-party
candidates.17 Wagner increased her vote count in Jefferson County and, unlike the
Zuckerbucks counties, had a margin of victory comparable to that of the 2016 election.

4. Election Officials Spent Money on Efforts Unrelated to COVID-19
Despite being labeled as COVID-19 response grants, several Missouri election jurisdictions
used the funds for expenditures beyond personal protective equipment (PPE) and hiring
additional election staff.
For example, Boone County spent more than $14,000 of its $604,780 grant on “non-partisan
voter education.”18 According to the Boone County Clerk’s Office, they used the funds to
produce a music video and radio spot with local rap artists.19-20
Similarly, Jackson County proposed a nearly $1.5 million outreach and education campaign
in its grant application. According to the grant report submitted to CTCL, it spent $476,446.39
on “non-partisan voter education” and has nearly $1 million unspent from the grant.21
A lack of transparency in the granting process yields an incomplete picture of how
Zuckerbucks were spent in Missouri. The documentation provided by some Missouri election
jurisdictions sheds some light, but more information is needed.

5. Missouri Should Prohibit Outside Money from Financing Elections
Missouri’s elections should be safeguarded from outside influence. Third-party involvement in
the conduct of elections undermines the integrity of the process and erodes voter confidence.
Policymakers in Missouri should prohibit election jurisdictions from accepting money from
private groups and individuals. Legislators can restore trust by preventing election jurisdictions
from receiving funds from outside actors.
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